January 21, 2021

Late Night Traffic Collision on I-15
On Jan. 20, at 11:21 p.m., Engine
3, Engine 1, and Battalion Chief
Steve Kean responded to a vehicle accident on Interstate 15.
Engine 3 was first to arrive, finding a two-vehicle accident with
minor extrication. Two additional
vehicles were found to be involved in the collision. Though
major damage occurred to all the
vehicles, there were relatively
minor injuries to the victims, all
of which were transported to a
local hospital.

#

9-1-1 Call Type

8

Fires

0

Explosion / No Fire

161

EMS

6

Traffic Collisions

0

Technical Rescue

3

HazMat

4

Service Calls

10

Lift Assists

1

Good Intent

11

Cancelled Calls

13

Alarm Activations

0

Severe Weather

0

Citizen Complaint

3

Miscellaneous

220

Total Calls
EMS Calls (1-week data)

Bonita Fire

Measurable

Over the weekend, MFR sent a strike
team to assist with the Bonita Fire.
The crew has since returned home.

90%

NFPA

MFR

Alarm Handling

0:03:15

17.3%

17.3%

Turnout

0:01:25

65.8%

65.8%

Travel

0:09:01

29.7%

63.1%

Total Response

0:11:38

20.7%

42.3%

FIRE Calls (8-week data)
Measurable

As of Jan. 19, the fire was 60% contained and had burned 715 acres.
Link to additional information on
the Bonita Fire.

Second Dose
Fire Chief David Lantzer and
Deputy Chief Mike Lopez receive their second dose of
the COVID vaccine.

90%

NFPA

MFR

Alarm Handling

0:01:54

52.5%

77.5%

Turnout

0:01:21

87.8%

92.7%

Travel

0:09:21

12.5%

57.5%

Total Response

0:12:44

22.0%

68.3%

COMMUNITY RISK REDUCTION DIVISION
Construction - New and Tenant Improvement
Planning: Design Reviews
3
Plan Submittals
16
New Construction Inspections
7
Plans & Inspection Revenue
$7,341
Routine and State-Mandated
Inspections
10
Re-Inspections
0
Number of Violations
25
Routine Fire Inspection Revenue
$0
Code Enforcement
3
Business Licenses
Business License Inspections
3
Public Education
Public Education Presented
0
Public Education Attendees
0
Fire Investigations
Investigations
0
Development Fees
Weekly DIF
$0
Weekly DAF
$0
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Training Captain Eric Ackerman

Firefighter 3: Learn the ‘firefighter life’ skills
that go beyond FF 1 and 2
FireRescue1.com • Dec 22, 2020 • By Matt Hennessy
(Andrew Beck and Ben Willey contributed to this article.)

When you start a career as a
probationary firefighter, you
will quickly realize that there
are several lessons you need
to learn that were most certainly not covered in your
academy training.
The Firefighter 1 and 2 curricula prepared you to be able to
toss a ladder, search a building, and advance a hoseline.
What this training did not
teach you are “firefighter life”
skills. You won’t find a section
in FF 1 or 2 about how to
avoid an unconscious laundry
faux pas or how to know who
controls the remote. Considering that you will spend most
of your time at the stations,

not the fireground, we share
with you the Firefighter 3
curriculum.
This list started as a running
joke between a few firefighters and developed into a
way to mentor new hires
and help them adapt to station life.
If you are new, this list is for
you. We want you to be successful and want you to become part of the team as
quickly as possible.
If you have several years
under your belt, read
through this list and remember what it was like to be
new and not understand
what was going…
MORE
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6 steps to safe, effective solar panel, ESS fire attack
FireRescue1.com • Jan 19, 2021 • By Richard Birt

How to maintain firefighter
safety while mitigating an
incident involving solar panels or energy storage systems
Basic firefighter strategies and
tactics needed to mitigate a
residential structure fire have
changed with the installation
of thousands of solar panel
and battery storage systems
in homes across the United
States. As such, firefighters
need updated training that
addresses the presence of this
technology. Let’s review a
bread-and-butter approach to
mitigating a residential structure fire involving solar panel
and battery storage systems.
STEP-BY-STEP SAFE FIRE ATTACK

On a residential structure fire
where an aggressive interior
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EMS Coordinator Jennifer Antonucci

Journal Watch: End-Tidal Carbon Dioxide and
the Need for Transfusion
EMSWorld.com • Dec 1, 2020 • By Antonio R. Fernandez

Prehospital End-Tidal CO2 as
an Early Marker for Transfusion Requirement in Trauma
Patients
Authors: Wilson BR, Bruno J,
Duckwitz M, et al.
Published in: Amer J Emerg
Med, 2020 Aug 22 [epub
online]
Most of you probably know
trauma is a leading cause of
death in the U.S. Unintentional injury is the top cause
of death for those younger
than 45. An estimated 40%
of trauma deaths are due to
uncontrolled hemorrhage.
And delays in transfusions
for trauma patients have
been shown to increase mortality.

Studies have also shown
many trauma patients have
better outcomes when they
receive care at trauma centers. Yet we currently do not
have an adequate measure to
predict the need for transfusion or the need for transport
to a trauma center. Even the
American College of Surgeons
Committee on Trauma guidance and CDC field triage
scheme have been found less
than ideal in identifying major
trauma patients. However,
low EtCO2 measurements
have been shown to be associated with hemorrhagic
shock and worse outcomes
for those injured.
The authors evaluated of this
month’s study…
MORE

Management Analyst Dawn Morrison

Remembering Public Safety Support Personnel
After a Tragedy—Today’s Tip from Lexipol

fire attack strategy has been
declared, one of the initial
benchmarks for command is
to control utilities. This critical task needs to be accomplished so that the firefighters inside the structure can
safely complete a primary
life search, locate and extinguish the fire, and contain it
to the room of origin.
Fire service training on electrical utility control and extinguishment has evolved
little in the past 100 years.
However, the introduction of
alternate energy systems
has changed where power
flows and how it is made
safe. With this in mind, the
following six critical simple
steps can impact firefighter
life safety and…
MORE
Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: 909-884-0133

